Purpose: Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)positive luminal B type comprises estrogen receptor (ER)-positive and HER2-positive cancers, and HER2-negative luminal B type comprises ER-positive cancers showing a Ki-67 labeling index ≥ 14% or progesterone receptor (PR) expression of < 20% according to the St. Gallen consensus 2013. The current study aimed to classify intrinsic subtypes according to the St. Gallen consensus 2013 and determine the differences in clinicopathological parameters and survival outcomes among the molecular types, especially among the luminal types. Methods: Assessment of molecular types was performed for 267 invasive ductal carcinomas. The differences in clinicopathological parameters, disease-free survival (DFS), and overall survival (OS) among the molecular types were analyzed. Results: The luminal B type was the most prevalent, at 44.9%, followed by the luminal A, triplenegative (including basal-like type), and HER2 type, at 21.7%, 18.7%, and 14.6%, respectively. There were statistically significant differences in size (p= 0.003), nodal status (p= 0.046), histologic grade (p< 0.001), p53 (p< 0.001) and cyclooxygenase 2 (COX-2) positivity (p= 0.002), recurrence (p= 0.001) and death rates (p= 0.036), DFS (p= 0.002), and OS (p= 0.039) among the molecular types. Significant differences in size (p= 0.009), nodal metastasis (p= 0.019), histologic grade (p< 0.001), p53 positivity (p= 0.001), and PR expression (p< 0.001) were noted between the luminal A and B types. Among the luminal B type cancers, the distributions of ER and PR scores showed significant differences (p= 0.003, p= 0.003). p53 positivity in the luminal B type cancers was related to shortened DFS (p= 0.034). In luminal type cancers, COX-2 positivity was related to longer DFS (p= 0.026).
INTRODUCTION
The molecular classification of breast cancers into luminal A type, luminal B type, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-positive or negative, and basal-like or triple-negative types is widely used. This conception of the molecular types of breast cancers was first introduced in 2000 by Perou et al. [1] . These molecular types correlated with prognosis and response to therapy, and thus had taken on clinical importance [2] . This classification of breast cancers based on gene expression patterns could be used as a prognostic marker for to overall sur-vival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS) in patients who had received uniform therapy [3] .
In the St. Gallen consensus 2009 [4] , the luminal A type was considered as the largest group, showing positive estrogen receptor (ER) and negative HER2 expression and the luminal B type comprised those cancers positive for both ER and HER2 expression [5] [6] [7] . ER and progesterone receptor (PR) statuses are important predictors of the response to hormonal therapy. The luminal A type is regarded as a low-risk group that shows a good response to endocrine therapy compared to the luminal B type, which is generally of higher grade and has a higher proliferative rate. Cancers that fail to express either ER or PR have a less than 10% likelihood of responding to hormonal therapy but are more likely to respond to chemotherapy [8, 9] .
Different treatment guidelines according to the Ki-67 index for ER-positive breast cancers were suggested in the St. Gallen consensus 2009 [4] . Cases with a high Ki-67 index ( > 30%) were managed with both chemotherapy and hormonal therapy, and cases with a low Ki-67 index ( < 10%), with hormonal therapy alone; management of cases with an intermediate index (16%-30%) was not certain. New surrogate definitions and different guidelines for the management for luminal A and B types were suggested in the St. Gallen consensus 2011 [10] . The cutoff point between "high" and "low" values for Ki-67 of 14% was the one best correlated with the gene expression definition of the luminal A type. A high Ki-67 labeling index, ≥ 14%, was used as the new surrogate definition for the HER2-negative luminal B type. In the St. Gallen consensus meeting 2013, another surrogate definition, decreased PR expression, was added for the HER2-negative luminal B type, with a PR expression cutoff point of ≥ 20% corresponding to the luminal A type (Table 1) [11] .
In the St. Gallen consensus 2009, the importance of markers of proliferation was emphasized and it was suggested that these markers be applied to help guide the choice of adjuvant chemotherapy in the treatment of patients with hormone receptor-positive breast cancers [4] . After that, the importance of the Ki-67 labeling index among patients with hormone receptor-positive breast cancers [12, 13] and the prognostic impact of the Ki-67 index according to its cutoff value [14, 15] were reported. However, there were many limitations associated with the Ki-67 labeling index, related to differences in cutoff values and interpretation methods, interobserver variability, and heterogeneity of Ki-67 expression [16] . The varying results of immunohistochemical stains for Ki-67 may be due to a lack of consensus concerning methodology [17] .
In the current study, we aimed to classify intrinsic molecular types of breast cancers according to the St. Gallen consensus 2013 [11] and determine the differences in clinicopathological parameters and survival outcomes among the molecular types. We applied the new criteria of the St. Gallen consensus 2013 to reassess the molecular types and then compared the differences in clinicopathological parameters such as age, tumor size, lymph node metastasis, histologic grade, p53 and cyclooxygenase 2 (COX-2) expression, recurrence and death rates, DFS, and OS among the new molecular types, especially between the luminal A and B types. In addition, we evaluated the differences in ER and PR expression between the luminal A and B types and the differences in recurrence and death rates, DFS, and OS according to p53 and COX-2 expression in the luminal type cancers.
METHODS
A total of 267 cases of invasive ductal carcinoma, regardless of histological type, were selected from the surgical pathology files of Busan Paik Hospital, from the period of January 2010 to December 2011. Clinical and pathological data including the expression of ER, PR, HER2, Ki-67, cytokeratin 5/6 (CK5/6), and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) were recorded.
Clinicopathological data comprised age at diagnosis, tumor size ( ≤ 2.0 cm vs. > 2.0 cm), lymph node metastasis (negative vs. positive), and histologic grade (low, intermediate, or high, according to modified Bloom-Richardson criteria).
Patients underwent surgical therapy with either breast conserving surgery or modified radical mastectomy, after which they received adjuvant therapy according to the National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines. We employed several chemotherapy regimens, including epirubicin and cyclophosphamide (100 and 600 mg/m 2 every 21 days for four cycles); fluorouracil, epirubicin, and cyclophosphamide (500, 100, and 500 mg/m 2 every 21 days for six cycles); and doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide (60 and 600 mg/m 2 every 21 days for four cycles) followed by four cycles of paclitaxel (175 mg/m 2 ) or docetaxel (75 mg/m 2 ) according to molecular type and axillary nodal status. Trastuzumab was administered to patients with tumors larger than 1 cm or positive axillary nodes who had HER2 overexpression. Tamoxifen (20 mg/day for 5 years) or aromatase inhibitors were given to patients with positive hormone receptor status. Radiotherapy was given to patients undergoing breast conserving surgery or those with advanced disease stages.
The median follow-up period was 33 months (29 to 53 months). Thirty-one patients experienced the recurrence of breast cancer, regardless of local or systemic involvement. As of the last follow-up, a total of nine deaths were reported, in- cluding one breast cancer-associated death. Of the remaining eight deaths, one was not related to breast cancer and the causes of the others could not be identified. Approval for the present study was obtained from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Busan Paik Hospital (IRB number: 13-172).
Assessment of molecular types
Immunohistochemical stains were performed using the VENTANA BenchMark ULTRA and ultraView Detection Kit (Roche Diagnostics Corp., Tucson, USA). Paraffin-embedded tissue sections were de-waxed in xylene and rehydrated in a graded alcohol series. Antigen retrieval was carried out in Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 8.0) except for the retrieval of EGFR, which was conducted in protease 1, for 36 to 52 minutes. The primary antibodies used were ER (1:90; Novocastra Laboratories Ltd., Newcastle upon Tyne, UK,), PR (1:170; Novocastra Laboratories Ltd.), HER2 (Ventana Medical Systems Inc., Tucson, USA), Ki-67 (1:280; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), CK5/6 (1:100; Dako), EGFR (1:90; Invitrogen, Camarillo, USA), p53 (1:150; Dako), and COX-2 (1:160; NeoMarks, Fremont, USA). Visualization using DAB (Dako) and a counterstain with hematoxylin were conducted.
The expression of ER and PR was recorded as an immunohistochemical score of 0-8, similar to the Allred scoring system [18] based on the sum of intensity scores (1, weak; 2, moderate; 3, strong) and proportion scores (1, < 1%; 2, 1%-10%; 3, 11%-33%; 4, 34%-66%; 5, ≥ 67%). Sixty-seven cases showing a PR score of 4-6 were re-examined to apply the cut-off point of 20% for decreased PR expression. HER2 expression was graded on a scale of 0 to 3+ according to the American Society of Clinical Oncology guidelines [19] , and a score of 3+ was regarded as positive for HER2. A fluorescence in situ hybridization result for HER2 gene amplification was also included if performed. Expression of CK5/6 and EGFR was interpreted as positive if more than 10% of the tumor cells showed cytoplasmic or membranous expression.
The Ki-67 labeling index was determined as follows: We selected any three foci in low-power fields, if the staining was homogenous, or we identified a hot spot and then selected three areas in a high-power field if the staining was heterogeneous. A three-step assessment was performed. The first step involved a visual assessment to label a low index in an area showing less than 10% expression and a high index in an area showing more than 30% expression. The second step was manual counting of "indeterminate cases" using only visual assessment. At least 500 cells were counted. The last step was to categorize each case as having a low or high labeling index using a cutoff value of 14% (Figure 1 ), based on the suggestion of the St. Gallen consensus meeting 2013 [11] .
Molecular types of breast cancers were classified based on ER and PR status; expression of HER2, CK5/6, and EGFR; and the Ki-67 labeling index [11] . The criteria to determine the luminal types are shown in Table 1 . In this study, luminal B type cancers were described as B1, B2, and B3 according to the following criteria: luminal type B1 was HER2-positive, with ER-positive and any PR status or Ki-67 labeling index, and luminal types B2 and B3 were HER2-negative, with a 
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high Ki-67 labeling index ≥ 14% and any PR status (B2) or any Ki-67 labeling index and PR expression of < 20% (B3), respectively. We also reviewed immunohistochemical stains for p53 and COX-2. Expression of p53 in more than two-thirds of tumor cells was regarded as p53 positivity (Figure 2A ) [20] , and diffuse ( > 50%) and strong expression for COX-2 was regarded as COX-2 positivity ( Figure 2B ) [21] .
Statistical analysis
The differences in clinicopathological parameters and recurrence and death rates among the new molecular types and between luminal A and B types were analyzed using the chisquare test or Fisher exact test (SAS 9.3; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, USA). In addition, differences in ER and PR expression between the luminal A and B types were also analyzed using the above-mentioned tests. For age, the Wilcoxon rank sum test or Kruskal-Wallis test was used. The Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank test were used to analyze OS and DFS. A p-value less than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.
RESULTS

Distribution of molecular types
The proportions for each of the molecular types were 21.7% for luminal A, 44.9% for luminal B, 14.6% for HER2, and 18.7% for triple-negative, based on the criteria according to the St. Gallen consensus 2013 ( Table 2) .
The distributions of the luminal A and B types was changed according to the criteria for surrogate definitions for molecu- Figure 2 . Immunohistochemical stains for p53 and cycloxygenase 2 (COX-2) in the breast cancers. More than two-thirds of the tumor cells is regarded as p53 positive (A, × 40), and diffuse ( > 50%) and/or strong reaction is regarded as COX-2 positive (B, × 100). Table 2) .
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Differences in clinicopathological parameters and clinical outcomes according to molecular types
No significant differences in age were noted among the patients with the various molecular types. There was a statistically significant difference in tumor size (p= 0.003), with tu-mors larger than 2.0 cm being more common in the triplenegative type than in the other types. Lymph node metastasis was commonly seen in the triple-negative type (48.0%), luminal B type (42.7%), HER2 type (33.3%), and luminal A type (24.1%), in decreasing order, and the difference among these was statistically significant (p= 0.046). A high histologic grade was more frequently noted in triple-negative and HER2 types than in luminal types, with a statistically significant difference (p< 0.001). Positive p53 and COX-2 expression was noted in 66 cases (27.3%) and 172 cases (64.4%), respectively, and this was significantly different (p< 0.001 and p= 0.002, respectively) among the molecular types.
Recurrence was observed in 31 of 261 cases (11.8%), and death was noted in nine of 265 cases (3.4%). The recurrence rate was the highest in the HER2 type (25.6%), followed by the triple-negative, luminal B, and luminal A types at 20.8%, 6.8%, and 5.3%, respectively. In contrast, the death rate was the highest in the triple-negative type (10.2%), compared with the rates of the HER2 (2.6%) and luminal A and B types (1.7% and 1.7%, respectively). Among the molecular types, the recurrence rate (p= 0.001), death rate (p= 0.036), DFS (p= 0.002), and OS (p = 0.039) showed significant differences (Table 3 , Figure 3A , B). 
Differences in clinicopathological parameters and clinical outcomes between luminal A and B types
A high histologic grade was more common in the luminal B type than in the luminal A type, and the difference was statistically significant (p < 0.001). There were also statistically significant differences in tumor size (p= 0.009), nodal metastasis (p= 0.019), and p53 positivity (p= 0.001), but no significant differences in age, COX-2 positivity, recurrence and death rates (Table 3) , and DFS and OS between the luminal A and B types ( Figure 3C, D) .
No significant differences in ER expression were noted between the luminal A and B types (p= 0153). However, there was a significant difference in PR expression (p< 0.001); decreased PR expression, with a score ≤ 3, was noted in 27 out of 120 luminal B type cancers (22.5%). Within the luminal B type, the distributions of ER and PR scores were significantly different among the B1, B2, and B3 subtypes (p= 0.003 and p=0.003, respectively). Cases showing a high ER score of ≥ 7 were less common among the HER2-positive luminal B type (B1) than among the HER2-negative luminal B type (B2 and B3) ( Table 4 ). Positive p53 expression was noted in the luminal B type (10.7%), but not in the luminal A type. The recurrence rate in p53-positive luminal type cancers was 15.8%, compared with 5.2% in p53-negative luminal type cancers (p = 0.072). The death rates also showed no significant differences according to p53 expression in the luminal type cancers (p= 0.545) ( Table 5 ). p53-positive luminal type cancers showed relatively shortened DFS, compared with p53-negative luminal type cancers, although the difference was not significant (p= 0.084); likewise, no significant differences were found in OS according to p53 expression ( Figure 4A, B) . p53-positive luminal B type cancers showed significantly shortened DFS (p = 0.034), but no significant differences in OS (p= 0.565) ( Figure 4C, D) .
COX-2 positive luminal type cancers demonstrated a relatively lower recurrence rate of 3.5%, compared with 10.2% in the COX-2 negative luminal type cancers, but there were no significant differences in recurrence and death rates according to COX-2 expression (p = 0.187 and p = 0.279, respectively) ( Table 5 ). COX-2 negative luminal type cancers displayed significantly shortened DFS compared with COX-2 positive luminal type cancers (p= 0.026), but there was no difference in OS according to COX-2 expression (p = 0.643) (Supplementary Figure 1A , B, available online). In luminal A and luminal B type cancers, there were no significant differences in DFS (p = 0.370 and p = 0.383) and OS (p = 0.643 and p = 0.367) according to COX-2 expression (Supplementary Figure 1C -1F, available online).
DISCUSSION
In our study, the proportions of each of the molecular types were 21.7% for the luminal A type, 44.9% for the luminal B type, 14.6% for the HER2 type, and 18.7% for the triple-negative type based on the criteria according to the St. Gallen consensus 2013. The luminal A type was the most common subtype according to the criteria used before the St. Gallen consensus 2011 (55.8%), but the luminal B type was the most common based on the application of the criteria of the St. Gallen consensus 2013 (44.9%). The proportion of the luminal A type decreased from 55.8% to 21.7%, while, in contrast, that of the luminal B type increased from 10.9% to 44.9% based on the changes in the St. Gallen consensus criteria from before 2011 to 2013.
The distribution of molecular types, especially the luminal type cancers, changed after the application of a cutoff value for a high Ki-67 labeling index of ≥ 14% and low PR expression of < 20% for HER2-negative luminal type cancers. Braun et al. [5] used a combination of a cutoff value of 20% for the Ki-67 labeling index and 10% for PR expression for the luminal B type cancers, but the distribution of the molecular types was similar to that in this study; luminal B type was the most common at 50.6%, and the proportions of the others were 33.2% for the luminal A type, 8.8% for the HER2 type, and 7.4% for the triple-negative type.
The main reason for attempting a distinction between tumors of the luminal A type (more endocrine-sensitive, indolent, better prognosis) and the luminal B type (less endocrinesensitive, more aggressive, worse prognosis) was recognized to be the differing implications regarding the utility or futility of adjuvant cytotoxic therapy between these groups [11] .
Recently, modified definitions for the HER2-negative luminal B type were reported [22] , and luminal type cancers showing both a Ki-67 labeling index of 14%-19% and PR expression of < 20% or showing a Ki-67 labeling index of ≥ 20% were regarded as being of the luminal B type. Braun et al. [5] reported slightly different cutoff values for the Ki-67 labeling index and PR expression for HER2-negative luminal breast cancers. They classified the luminal type cancers into low-and high-risk types (luminal A type/luminal B type), based on a combination of a cutoff value of 20% for the Ki-67 labeling index and a value of 10% for PR expression, due to the intratumoral variability in Ki-67 immunohistochemical stains.
The Ki-67 labeling index is important in the definition of luminal A and B types, and it is a useful marker to predict prognosis and relative responsiveness or resistance to chemotherapy or endocrine therapy. It is also used to estimate residual risk in patients on standard therapy before, during, and after neoadjuvant therapy [8] . A quantitative Ki-67 visual immunohistochemical score was first applied for the classification of luminal B type breast cancers in 2009 [23] . The optimal threshold of Ki-67 immunohistochemistry, 14%, was determined against an important distinction in the underlying biology of breast cancers. Researchers defined the luminal A subtype as ER-and/or PR-positive, HER2-negative, and a low Ki-67 labeling index ( < 14%), and the luminal B type as ERand/or PR-positive, HER2-negative, and a high Ki-67 labeling index ( ≥ 14%).
An international panel of investigators devised comprehensive recommendations regarding preanalytical and analytical assessment as well as interpretation and scoring of Ki-67, with the goal of achieving a harmonized methodology, through between-laboratory and between-study comparisons [16] . However, there were many limitations associated with the Ki-67 labeling index, related to the differences in cutoff values, heterogeneity of Ki-67 expression, interpretation methods, tumor region selection, counting method, subjective assessment of staining positivity, and interobserver variability [16, 17] . The Eye-10 method using visual assessment of the percentage of Ki-67 positive cells in 10% intervals at a glance in micrographs taken at 100 × and 200 × fields including the hot spots was suggested by Hida et al. [24] . This method can exclude obvious high and low Ki-67 cases, leaving a "gray zone" around the cutoff point. In daily practice, combining the Eye-10 method and manual counting is a relatively simple and accurate way to assess the Ki-67 labeling index because it is not easy for a pathologist to count 1,000 cells to evaluate the Ki-67 labeling index in every single case.
In our study, we used a combination of the Eye-10 method and manual counting for the gray zone (10%-20%) to assess the Ki-67 labeling index, and a cutoff value of 14% for the Ki-67 labeling index and a cutoff value of 20% for decreased PR expression were applied for HER2-negative luminal B type cancers.
Quantitative PR gene and protein expression were found to be significantly higher in the luminal A type, and the presence of more than 20% PR-positive tumor cells had a statistically significant value for predicting survival differences in the luminal A type, independently of endocrine therapy administration [25] . In the St. Gallen consensus meeting 2013 [11] , another surrogate definition, PR expression of < 20%, was added for the HER2-negative luminal B type.
Patients with ER+/PR+ tumors experienced much more benefit from adjuvant tamoxifen therapy than those with ER+/PR-tumors [26] . Through a quantitative analysis of ER, PR, and HER2 in 1,595 tumors, Konecny et al. [27] reported that relatively low levels of HER2 were associated with a marked decrease of PR, but not of ER expression, thus causing tumors to be ER+/PR-, and amplification of HER2 genes ultimately led to the loss of ER expression and resulted in ER-/ PR-breast cancers. Furthermore, three times as many ER+/ PR-tumors as ER+/PR+ tumors expressed HER-1 and more than 50% showed HER2 overexpression, and loss of PR expression in ER-positive cancer might be a surrogate marker for increasing growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase activity, which results in lower PR expression and tamoxifen resistance [7] . Kim et al. [28] reported that the loss of PR expression was correlated with high HER2 expression and that loss of PTEN was associated with specific loss of PR expression but not with changes in ER levels; they suggested that ER+/PR-breast cancers should be treated with a combination of endocrine therapy and growth factor signaling inhibitors.
In this study, there was no significant difference in ER expression but there was a significant difference in PR expression between luminal A and B types. None of the luminal A type cancers showed decreased ER or PR expression (score ≤ 3), but the luminal B type cancers revealed decreased ER and PR expression (score ≤ 3) in 7 cases (4.4%) and 27 cases (20.9%), respectively. Among 120 luminal B type cancers, there were significant differences in ER and PR expression. These findings might be related to the complicated criteria for the luminal B type, consisting of HER2 status, Ki-67 labeling index, and decreased PR expression. Tumors showing high ER scores ( ≥ 7) related to good response to hormone therapy were less common among the HER2-positive luminal B type, compared with the HER2-negative luminal B type. Therefore different guidelines for management should be considered for the luminal A and B types, especially according to the subgroup of the luminal B type.
There were statistically significant differences in tumor size, nodal status, histologic grade, p53 and COX-2 expression, recurrence and death rates, DFS, and OS among the molecular types according to the St. Gallen consensus 2013. Braun et al. [5] also reported similar differences in tumor size and histologic grade among the molecular types.
Compared with the luminal A type, the luminal B type showed larger tumor size, more frequent nodal metastasis, high histologic grade, and a higher p53 positivity rate, which suggests that luminal B type cancers might be more aggressive biologically. However, no significant differences in recurrence and death rates, DFS, and OS were observed between the luminal A and B types, which is probably related to the relatively short follow-up period and the small number of cases enrolled in the current study.
In this study, p53 positivity was defined as nuclear expression in more than two-thirds of the tumor cells, similar to the report of Yemelyanova et al. [20] . They suggested that two immunohistochemical staining patterns, strong and diffuse expression, expression in more than 60% of the tumor cells, and a complete lack of expression were correlated with the presence of a TP53 mutation in ovarian carcinomas. Coates et al. [29] reported the interaction between p53 expression and ER status in node-negative breast cancer, and p53 expression was associated with a worse prognosis in the ER-positive luminal types. In the current study, positive p53 expression was noted in the luminal B type (15.8%) but not in the luminal A type, and p53-positive luminal type cancers showed a higher recurrence rate (p = 0.072) and shortened DFS (p = 0.084) compared with p53-negative luminal type cancers, with borderline statistical significance. p53-positive luminal B type cancers showed significantly shortened DFS (p= 0.034). These results suggest that p53 expression would be a helpful marker to discriminate between the luminal A and B types and that p53positive luminal B type cancers are related to worse clinical outcomes.
COX-2 is involved in the conversion of arachidonic acid to prostaglandins, which stimulate aromatase and increase the production of estrogen. High COX-2 expression, in more than 50% of the tumor cells, was common in hormone receptor-positive types, but was not found to be associated with breast cancer-specific survival or distant DFS [21] . In the current study, a cutoff value for positive COX-2 expression of > 50% of tumor cells with strong intensity was applied. No significant differences in COX-2 positivity between the luminal A and B types, and no significant differences in recurrence and death rates or OS among the luminal type cancers were noted, similar to the results of Dhakal et al. [21] . However, COX-2-positive luminal type cancers showed significantly longer DFS than COX-2-negative luminal type cancers. Among the luminal A and luminal B type cancers, there were no significant differences in DFS and OS according to COX-2 expression. These findings suggest that COX-2 positivity in luminal type cancers might be an ancillary factor for predicting good clinical outcome.
In conclusion, our study found statistically significant differences in tumor size, nodal metastasis, histologic grade, p53 and COX-2 expression rates, recurrence and death rates, DFS, and OS among the molecular types of breast cancers reclassified according to the St. Gallen consensus 2013. The luminal B type might be more aggressive than the luminal A type, even though there were no significant differences in DFS or OS. Positive p53 expression in luminal B type cancers and negative COX-2 expression in luminal type cancers might be an adjunct tool for the estimation of poor clinical outcome as these findings were related to shorter DFS. However, there were some limitations in this study related to a relatively short follow-up period and a small study population. Therefore, further research regarding the treatment will be needed in a large series with sufficient follow-up data.
